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By Kenneth Moton

POLICE: SURVEILLANCE SHOWS
UPPER DARBY STORE OWNER
VICTIMIZING TEENS WITH TASER

Watch the report from Action News.

April 18, 2014 8:40:49 PM PDT

While surveillance video appears to show
a man using a stun gun to protect his Upper Darby store, police say that is not at
all what happened.

According to authorities, the teens he targeted were blatantly victimized.

Upper Darby Police say 14-year-old Hezakye York's hands were up and he was
backing away when the owner of Dollar World zapped him with a stun gun
several times.

"For you to try to use that on me - like really I'm an animal? That's how you see
me? Not as a person? That's how I felt," York said.

The teen and his friend, 15-year-old Nasir Edwards, say they were in the West
Chester Pike store Wednesday picking up some pasta for Nasir's mother.

Hezakye picked up an item he couldn't afford, but put it back in the wrong place.
He says the owner immediately accused them of shoplifting.

"When he's coming at me, my thought was can somebody help me. It's all
citizens in there," York said.

"My friend was running. I was trying to get (the owner) to calm down. I was like
the only person in the store who was trying to get him to calm down. That night I
was real angry and right now I just don't understand it all. I'm not sure how to
feel," Edwards said.

The Upper Darby High 9th graders say as they ran out the store the 42-year-old
owner You Yang pulled out a handgun and threatened to shoot them.

Police responded and arrested Yang, confiscating his legally owned shotgun and
9mm.

"I could see people wanting to defend their property, but in this case, the store
owner was 100% wrong," Upper Darby Police Superintendent Michael
Chitwood said.

One look at Yang's storefront and customers can see he's aggressive about
catching suspected shoplifters. Yang posts surveillance images on the doors and
windows.

But now Yang is the one in trouble.

"Boys are going to stores all over and this is happening and it's like more and
more you see outrageous stories in the news where people believe it or not are
not even phased by it anymore, I want people to be phased by this," York's
mother Viola Bell said.

Hezakye, who only suffered a couple of Taser marks, on his arm says there's a
reason he spoke up.

"What would he do to the next person? He could really harm that person when
he did nothing wrong," York said.

As you would expect, the young men say they don't plan to ever walk into the
Dollar World store again.

The owner is free on bail.
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• Reply •

Valentina •  5 months ago

I feel bad for this boy! I really do. His friend and him were regulars there.
There was no reason for this owner to do what he did!
Another thing...6abc...I have a question for you...Proofread much? This is
not my job. I must ask...
"The Upper Darby High 9th graders say as they *ran out the store* the
42-year-old..." Umm, doesn't the word "of" belong in that sentence or is
it just me? 
Best Wishes to this young man. I mean that w/all my heart!

  7△ ▽  

• Reply •

Ciroc Obama  •  5 months ago> Valentina

LOL! Nice catch! 6abc is notorious for those things.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> Valentina

No surprise since the U.S. is ranked 17th in reading globally.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

So, it isn't me, correct? That is what I take from your
comment. I thank you. :-)

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> Valentina

Sounds like the article was written by the teen, lol.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

Lol! Yang in trouble. Or, in other words, he is in
trouble. You's in trouble. (Now I'm thinking about
George Jefferson when he yells for "Weezy!" That
would be Weeze in trouble. I loved that show) He's
in trouble. If speaking to him our statement would
be "Urine trouble." ;-)

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

JoeWall •  5 months ago

I love it how the media trying to do this story like a Trevon Martin.
As a store owner myself, we are constantly victimized by these young
adolescents and when we report it to the authority nothing comes of it,
nothing from the cops or the parents of these teens. Im not siding with
the store owner on this case but I'm saying dont be so quick to judge him
on a short video. Just because the video doesnt show the teen stealing
that time, doesn't mean he haven't stolen from the store in the past. We
business owner live and work in the neighborhood, so we do have a good
idea of who are the good citizens and who are the thugs.
The store owner should have only used the taser if he was responded
with physical force after confronting the teen. Its a shame that society
has cause the store owner to go to such extent to try to protect his
business. All this could have been avoided if parents these days do a
better job watching and raising their kids. Then maybe the store owner
wouldnt have acted so aggressively with these teens.

  12△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> JoeWall

A) Don't stores have insurance?

B) In AMERICA you're supposed to be innocent until proven guilty.

C) If someone stole something in the past, you should be a
responsible citizen and call the police, make a report, pull the
persons pictures off the security cameras and post it in the store.
You don't attack them and act like a "thug" yourself.

  5△ ▽  

• Reply •

JoeWall  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

A) Insurance company dont cover theft without fileing a
claim first and in some cases paying a deductible.

B) In America not all violators are found guilty in the court
of law.

C) Cops could care less for small business owners. They
are quicker to give you tickets and citations then to resolve
these crime issues. Leaving these store owners to protect
their own businesses. I have call 911 numerous times in
the past for thefts and the cops neither dont show up or
arrive hours later.
If I was the store owner I would have just kick the teen out
and only taser the teen if he fought back.

  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> JoeWall

Agreed.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

divainkpen  •  4 months ago> JoeWall

JoeWall. The owner knew Nasir since the day of his grand opening
a decade ago he and his friend's family have frequented his store
over the years. I have wathced his family grow and he mine. If you
had a clue not all of any type of people (culture,religion, height,
weight etc..) behave in the same manner. I am sure that not all
JoeWalls jump to negative conclusions. Not all JoeWalls assume
these children were anything but victims.
Not all JoeWalls speak ignorantly. Both these children are
respectful honest bright and being raised in loving homes. I wish I
knew what store you owned. You depend on the patronage of the
general public and insult them with you ignorance. Thank God it
wasn't a Trevon Martin situation. Thank God my son who only
supported this business legally since its opening is still alive.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Chris Reilly •  5 months ago

He should just close the store, he's too nerved out and is gonna end up
killing someone. A few months ago someone tried to rob the store and a
young girl was behind the counter. She closed the register drawer and
ran. I'm sure this guy still thinks about it and he trusts no one. The kid
should press charges and sue. Thank God he didn't use the gun.

  7△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Chris Reilly

Exactly what I thought when I overheard this on the news last
night. "Thank God he didn't use the gun."

  1△ ▽  

This comment was deleted.

• Reply •

NJnative  •  5 months ago> joyrider 101st

You got some nerve. Check out the ID Channel. You will see who
is the criminals.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> joyrider 101st

Surely you're talking about the ones that spread disease &
violence amongst native americans when the native americans
welcomed them and helped keep them alive those first winters???

And the ones that made slavery a horrendous atrocity, eventually
letting the slaves go free 145 years ago without education, culture,
customs, direction, or equal opportunities to better themselves
and then wonder why the progeny of slaves still don't have it all
together???

And the ones who forget about all these and other vile evils
committed, and post trolling remarks to keep the idiocy of racism
going??

Yeah, it's those savages.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

Wow! "idiocy of racism" is an excellent choice of words.
Words that were typed by that person just break my heart.
I choose to find humor everywhere, not there. No way.
Quite honestly that comment has me shaking my head and
feeling rather sad. No wonder there is so much violence in
this world. :-(

  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

ilovefruit  •  5 months ago> Valentina

How about the "idiocy of groid-denial", Valentina?
Why do you suppose Mr Yang maintains the various
self-defense options which he has at his disposal?
Just because he doesn't like groids? Or could it be
because groids commit a helluva lot of violent crime
in Upper Darby? Be honest, it doesn't cost
anything.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> ilovefruit

You want honesty? My Mother lived in Upper Darby
when she was born to about age 12. Other than that
I know nothing about Upper Darby except what I
read here. Btw, reading here I can't remember
whether I read about Upper Darby, a specific area
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania or Delaware. Jersey I
am more familiar with.
I have a sneaking suspicion that you know the
answers to the questions you have asked of me,
anyway.
Have a nice day. :-)

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

ilovefruit  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

Zebra, you're such a groid-coddler! Are you a groid
yourself, or do you just enjoy crying for your pet apes?

As for your "arguments", there's no denying that human
beings are capable of doing some pretty rotten things
when they feel like it. However, humans are also capable of
creating rockets that go to the moon, curing deadly
diseases, and building incredible civilizations that benefit
other humans and groids alike. Groids aren't capable of
these things. There's really no comparison between the
two species.

Everywhere there are large numbers of groids, there is
widespread violence and mayhem. Don't try to blame
human beings just because groids are a preternaturally
violent subspecies of hominid. It is simply the nature of the
beast.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> ilovefruit

Btw, look up inventions by blacks. You'll be
amazed. It's not taught in school so it's no surprise
you are ignorant of what blacks have contributed to
society.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

ilovefruit  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

You're talking about jenkem, right?
If you don't know what that is, then look it up. It's
pretty funny.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> ilovefruit

You are entitled to your opinion, as I am of the
opinion that you are ignorance embodied and a
perpetuator of the idiocy of racism.

Is it the subconscious hate of yourself (maybe
you're non athletic, sans steroids) or your hidden
desire to be another ethnicity??? Questions you
should ask yourself if you desire (which I doubt from
your posts) personal growth.

As for your query into my ethnicity so as to make it
easier to appropriately categorize me and throw the
apropos insult, I will give you a hint: zebras are what
I lovingly call my ethnically mixed children. :)

I hope that makes your skin is crawl.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

ilovefruit  •  5 months ago

see more

> Zebrabreeder

That was a species-inquiry, not an ethnic one. And
if you're implying what you seem to be implying,
then mission accomplished. WHOA! You are a gen-
yoo-wine COALBURNER!

That's absolutely amazing. And the proud sow of at
least two mutant picaninnies too! It'd be interesting
to determine how old you were when you first
committed the sin of-bestiality; that is, when did
you become so sexually-depraved as to make
whoopee with an animal.

Your "zebra children" are hybrid spider-monkeys,
part human, part beast. Guess which part of their
"heritage" most humans will notice first?

Well, best of luck with your mad scientist cross-
species genetic engineering experiments. You
might want to check out chimpout dotcom to see a

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Ciroc Obama •  5 months ago

Sucks to be this store owner. Everytime time someone yells, "Hey You!",
he has to turn around.

  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Ciroc Obama

LOL! *You* are too funny! LOL!

I'm adding on to this comment @ 10:56 because that is just
sooooooooooo funny! What a way to move forward w/my day! I
can not stop laughing from what Ciroc Obama typed!

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Ciroc Obama

You Yang!
Oops, I mean...You "roc!" ;-) Excuse me, I just can *not* stop
coming back to read your comment. I am featuring what you said.
I always like a good laugh!
Thank you and YOU for making my day. LOL!

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Ciroc Obama  •  5 months ago> Valentina

Sometimes things are too serious on here and you just
have to crack jokes. And I've been doing that for years on
here.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Ciroc Obama

↑ LOL! →*You* and I both. I've been posting on
here since (if memory serves) 2009. :-)

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Ciroc Obama  •  5 months ago> Valentina

Not sure how long it's been, but it may been around
the same time.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> Ciroc Obama

HAHAHAHA!!!!!

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

I'm still LOL! No! I am ROTFLMAO!

 △ ▽  

This comment was deleted.

• Reply •

Ciroc Obama  •  5 months ago> Two Cents Nuisance

That's ridicurous!

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Josef weintraub •  5 months ago

These Asian owners are out of control. Let's hope nobody frequents that
store and out of business he goes.

  8△ ▽  

• Reply •

einsp227  •  5 months ago> Josef weintraub

Not saying what he did was right, but they are out of control
because people are making them this way. How many Asian
business owners do we hear about being followed home and
robbed? They are huge targets and they don't trust anyone and
are on edge. This was excessive no doubt but this is what it has
come to.

  19△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> einsp227

Sounds like an excuse to me. Like saying a rapist was
always rejected, harassed, & ridiculed by women, so his
behavior is understandable.

  4△ ▽  

• Reply •

einsp227  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

And your a moron if that's what you took away from
that. Comparing a rapist are we? Sad. Kids, this is
what drugs do to you.

  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> einsp227

If you can't make the logical correlation of what I
said, I apologize for your schools failure to teach
you to properly think.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> einsp227

Asians have suffered under police oppression here
and in their native countries, so thugs prey on the
the fact that they won't call police. Same as blacks,
hispanics, etc. 
But it's society to blame and society that can fix it.

No one ever says:
"There is so much violence in the inner-city, but
people are making them this way. They are huge
targets for minimal education, higher interest rates
on home loans, incarceration for petty crimes, etc."

Why???
Because we are creations of our society but
personally accountable for our actions.
He was dead wrong, regardless of the precedent.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

TeeCee •  5 months ago

No excuse for this man's aggressive behavior! What was this kid doing
except buying pasta? Maybe he should go back to his own country and
set up shop!

  6△ ▽  

• Reply •

keith brunson •  5 months ago

please everyone in that area stay out of the store & out of the area they
go let them feel the pinch in their pockets he'll be in front of his store with
20 family members holding up signs, please u come in - buy - me not
tase u no more

  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> keith brunson

It is "You!" 
LOL!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> Valentina

As he was being taken out in cuffs:

"You no tase you no more!!!" 
"You no send You to jail!!!" 
"They take You booty!!!"
"You don't want that to happen to You do you???" 
"What if you were You???"
"You will apologize to you!!!"

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Zebrabreeder

"You will apologize to you!!!" OMGoodness, leave
me alone for 10 minutes please! I want to read more
comments from others! LOLOL!
Seriously, I'm leaving for the day. Take care. Thank
YOU for all the fun. :-)
I shall return...

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Angelo Gargiulo-Perna •  5 months ago

so..here we have a do as I say not as I do situation, typical of the
US....How many stories have I heard of the police abusing their power
with tasers, heck some people even died...but for the sake of a means to
an end your culture allows such behavior. The moral is: you can't break
the law if you are a civilian but if you are part of the system it's ok, you
may do whatever it takes to get the final result.....Its parallel to the idea of
a company saying I don't care how we show we've made more money
but let's figure out a way...find the means to an end. Seems to be the
recurring issue with all things that are just plainly said not humanistic and
that my friends is the reason for the US falling on its face.

  5△ ▽  

This comment was deleted.

• Reply •

Zebrabreeder  •  5 months ago> Guest

HAHAHAHA!!!!

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Valentina  •  5 months ago> Guest

LOL!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

maxwell heights •  5 months ago

If this is how Police Boss Chitwood likes to treat the merchants and small
business owners in Upper Darby, then that is valuable information.

It's good to know that Chitwood holds small business owners to a higher
standard of conduct than he does the police officers under his command.

Certainly no UD cop has ever before tazed anyone that was backing
away with their hands up, without that officer being summarily arrested,
now have they?

  2△ ▽  
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